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INTRODUCTION
In this note, we show that the values taken by a generalized character of
a finite group on nonidentity elements cannot get ``simultaneously too
 .small'' unless it is a multiple of the regular character . This in turn implies
that if H is a subgroup of a finite group G, then the number of irreducible
characters of G that do not vanish identically on H a is ``locally bounded''
in a rather precise way. When H is a Sylow p-subgroup of G for some
prime p, this in turn gives a new p-local bound for the total number of
irreducible characters of G in p-blocks of positive defect. The fact that
there is a p-local bound of some kind can be deduced from the work of
w xBrauer and Feit 1 , but the bounds here seem more precise, at least when
we consider all p-blocks of positive defect.
1. ELEMENTARY ARGUMENTS
Our starting point is the following precise form of the Cauchy]Schwarz
 n .inequality in C with the usual inner product , which may be verified
almost by inspection, and which is, it seems, due to Lagrange:
LEMMA 1. Let a , . . . , a and b , . . . , b be complex numbers. Then we1 n 1 n
ha¨e
2n n n
2 2 2< < < < < <a b y a b q a b s a b .   i j j i i i i i /  /
i-j is1 is1 is1
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The following easy lemma must be well known, but we include it for the
sake of completeness.
LEMMA 2. Let X be a nonempty set and let x , . . . , x be not necessarily1 n
.distinct elements of X that are not all equal. Then there are at least n y 1
 .  4pairs i, j with i - j such that x , x has cardinality 2. Furthermore, therei j
are exactly n y 1 such pairs if and only if exactly n y 1 of the x 's are equal.i
Proof. By induction on n, the result being clear when n F 3. Suppose
that n G 4, and that the result is known for n y 1. If x , . . . , x are all1 ny1
equal, then by hypothesis x / x for i s 1, . . . , n y 1 and we are done.i n
We suppose, then, that no n y 1 of the x 's are equal.i
 .By induction, there are at least n y 2 pairs i, j with i, j F n y 1, i - j,
and x / x . Furthermore, if no n y 2 of x , . . . , x are equal, theni j 1 ny1
there are at least n y 1 such pairs and x differs from at least one ofn
 .x , . . . , x , so we are done in that case. If say all of x , . . . , x are1 ny1 1 ny2
equal, then x differs from each of those, so we are done as 2n y 4 G n.n
Remark. When the a 's and b 's of Lemma 1 are cyclotomic integers,i i
Lemmas 1 and 2 combine to give useful information. The hypotheses of
the following corollary clearly cannot be weakened.
COROLLARY 3. Let a , . . . , a and b , . . . , b be algebraic integers that all1 n 1 n
 .lie in a cyclotomic number field K, and let G s Gal KrQ . Suppose further
that there is no ¨alue of i for which a s b s 0 and that there is no complexi i
number l such that a s lb for each i. Then we ha¨ei i
2n n n
2 2s s s s< < < < < <a b y a b G n y 1 G . .   i i i i /  /
is1 is1 is1sgG
Proof. We first recall that the well-known fact that if a is a nonzero
< s < 2 < < algebraic integer in K, then  a G G . A rather deeper fact, dues g G
to Siegel, and already exploited in a character-theoretic application by
J. G. Thompson, is that unless a is a root of unity, the left-hand sum is at
< < .  .least 3 G r2 . It thus suffices using Lemma 1 to prove that at least n y 1
 .of the differences a b y a b i - j are nonzero. Let us label so thati i j i
b / 0 for 1 F i F m, and that b s 0 for i ) m. If m s n, then since thei i
ratios a rb are not all equal, Lemma 2 tell us that there are at least n y 1i i
 .pairs i, j with i - j such that a rb / a rb , and the result follows. Ifi i j j
m - n, then a b y a b is nonzero whenever i F m and j ) m, so at leasti j j i
 .  .m n y m of the differences a b y a b with i - j are nonzero. Hence ati j j i
least n y 1 such differences are nonzero in any case, so the result follows.
Remark. If we were only concerned with rational integers, the analogue
of Corollary 3 could be proved more easily, but the result for cyclotomic
integers seems likely to have more applications.
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COROLLARY 4. Let G be a finite group with k conjugacy classes and let u
be a generalized character of G that does not ¨anish identically on Ga. Then
2
u g G k y 1. .
aggG
Proof. Label the irreducible characters of G as x , . . . , x , where x is1 k 1
trivial. Let
k
u s a x . i i
is1
 .We set b s x 1 .i i
Since u does not vanish identically on Ga, u is not a nonzero multiple of
the regular character of G, and the rational numbers a rb , . . . , a rb are1 1 k k
not all equal. We deduce from Corollary 3 above that
k
22< < < <G a y u 1 G k y 1 , .  . i /
is1
so the result follows.
Remark. In the case that G is non-Abelian, equality in Corollary 4 is
extremely rare. For Lemma 2 tells us that equality forces k y 1 of the
ratios a rb , . . . , a rb to be equal, so for some i we see that u has the1 1 k k
 .form sr y tx for integers s and t / 0 , where r is the character of thei
regular representation. Hence
2 22 < <u g s t G y x 1 . .  . . i
aggG
If this is at most k y 1, then t s "1, and x is the unique nonlineari
w xirreducible character of G. A result of G. Seitz 2 states that if G has a
unique nonlinear irreducible character, then G is either an extra-special
n n .2-group or a Frobenius group of order p p y 1 whose kernel has
prime-power order pn and whose complement is cyclic.
Similarly, if G is Abelian, then equality forces u to agree with ex on alli
of Ga for some sign e and some irreducible character, x , of G.i
A similar argument to that above may be used with nonidentity elements
of G. Let x be an element of G, and suppose that precisely k irreduciblex
characters of G take nonzero values at x. For convenience, we label so
that the first k irreducible characters of G do not vanish at x. Letx
u s k x a x , where the a 's are algebraic integers in an appropriateis1 i i i
 .cyclotomic number field K containing all character values of G . Letting
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 .G denote Gal KrQ , Corollary 3 tells us that
2n n
s2s s y1< < < <C x a y a x x G k y 1 G . .  .  .  G i i i x /
is1 is1sgG
  .. .Furthermore, equality forces k y 1 of the ratios a rx x 1 F i F k tox i i x
be equal. This readily implies that unless u is an algebraic integer multiple
<  . <of the class function that takes the value C x on conjugates of x and 0G
elsewhere, we have
2su g G k y 1 G: C x .  .  . x G
GggG _ x
for some s g G.
Remark. We now turn to some group-theoretic applications of the
above results. We recall the well-known and elementary fact that if H is a
w  .x < X <finite group, then H: C x F H for all x g H.H
 .COROLLARY 5. Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G, and let k GH
denote the number of irreducible characters of G that do not ¨anish identically
on H a. Then there is some x g H a such that
< <k G F H C x : C x . .  .  .H G H
In particular,
X< <k G F H C x .  .H G
for this x.
Proof. Let k denote the number of conjugacy classes of G. Then
 .by the theorem applied with H we see that
2< <a  x h G k G k H y 1 . .  .  .x g I r r G. hg H H
<  . <aFrom the orthogonality relations we may conclude that  C h Ghg H G
 .w  . x ak G k H y 1 . For x g H , the H-conjugacy class of x contributesH
< <w  .  .xH C x : C x to the left-hand sum, so the result follows.G H
COROLLARY 6. Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G with the
 . aproperty that C h F H for all h g H . Then the number of irreducibleG
a < <characters of G that do not ¨anish identically on H is at most H .
COROLLARY 7. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of the finite group G, and let
 .k G denote the number of irreducible characters of G that do not lie inq
p-blocks of defect 0. Then there is some x g Pa such that
< <k G F P C x : C x . .  .  .q G P
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In particular,
X< <k G F P C x .  .q G
for this x.
Remark. The presence of the trivial character guarantees that equality
 .cannot hold in the previous three results when H or P is non-Abelian.
2. A MINIMIZATION QUESTION
We are concerned with the question of finding a generalized character u




is minimal. If there is an irreducible character x of G such that u agrees
a < <  .2with ex on G , then clearly the considered sum if G y x 1 , and the
 .choice of u forces the irreducible character degree x 1 to be maximal.
We assume from now on that u does not have this property for otherwise,
.the situation is well controlled . Such a u is not unique, for any general-
 .ized character of the form ar " u a an integer will also minimize the




is ``relatively large.'' The following example has some interest.
 n.EXAMPLE. Let H s SL 2, 2 , and let b be the class function of H
that takes the value y1 on involutions 22 n y 1 on 1 , and 0 on allH
nonidentity elements of odd order. Then as each Brauer elementary
subgroup of H is either a 2-group or a group of odd order, and b visibly
restricts to a generalized character of any such subgroup, we deduce from
Brauer's characterization of characters that b is a generalized character of
H. Furthermore,
< <H2
b h s . . n2ahgH
In view of the fact that the proof of Corollary 4 indicates that we are
 .trying to choose integers a , . . . , a not all 0 so as to minimize1 k
2
a b y a b , . i j j i
i-j
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where b , b , . . . , b are the degrees of the irreducible characters of G, the1 2 k
following general lemma may have some interest:
w x w x nLEMMA 8. Let a s a , . . . , a and b s b , . . . , b be ¨ectors in Z1 n 1 n
 .endowed with the standard bilinear form that are linearly independent o¨er
Q. Let M denote the Z-submodule of Zn generated by a and b. Then there is
 4 n 2 n 2a Z-basis of M, say u, v with  u q  ¨ minimized, and withis1 i is1 i
n u2 F n ¨ 2. Furthermore,is1 i is1 i
n n n n n122 2 2 2 2u ¨ G a b y a b G u ¨ y u .     i i i j j i i i i /  /  /  /4is1 is1 i-j is1 is1 is1
3 n u2 n ¨ 2 .  .is1 i is1 iG .
4
Proof. The existence of u, v is clear. It is only the statement following
 .2that needs verification. We note that  a b y a b is invariant underi- j i j j i
any of the elementary operations:
a l b, a ª ya, b ª yb, a ª aq sb s g Z , b ª b q ta t g Z . .  .
We may perform the operations a ª a" b and b ª b " a until we
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2reach the situation where both a" b G a and b " a G b . We
 4assume that this has been done, and we claim that a, b is already a basis
1 2 2< : < 5 5 5 5 .of the required form. For note that we have a, b F min a , b2
 . 5 5 2 5 5 2under the current assumptions. Suppose wlog that a F b , and
5 5 2  .  .consider maq nb for wlog nonnegative integers m, n not both 0 .
 2 2 .5 5 2This is certainly at least as large as m y mn q n a , so is at least
5 5 2  . 5 5 2 5 5 2a , and equality when mn / 0 forces m s n s 1, a s b and
1 2< : < 5 5a, b s a . If equality holds with n / 0, then we are clearly done.2
 .Otherwise, a is up to sign the unique shortest nonzero vector in M.
Now, more precisely,
5 5 2 2 2 5 5 2 2 5 5 2 5 5 2maq nb G m y mn q n a q n b y a . .  .
5 5 2If this has to be less than or equal to b , we must have n s 0, which
 4suffices to complete the proof of the claim that the basis a, b satisfies the
minimality condition. Now we have
n n
2 2 2a b y a b F a b .  i j j i i i /  /
i-j is1 is1
1 2< : < 5 5by Lemma 1. Since a, b F a , Lemma 1 also yields that2
n n
2 41 2 25 5a b y a b q a G a b , .  i j j i i i4  /  /
i-j is1 is1
which suffices to complete the proof.
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Now let us return to the original question in its character-theoretic
 .  .guise. It is clear that u 1 / 0, so we assume that u 1 ) 0. We may
subtract integer multiples of the regular character r from u until we reach
 . < <a situation where 0 - u 1 - G . If necessary, we can replace u by r y u ,
< <  . < <and assume that G r2 F u 1 - G . For each irreducible character x of
G, and each sign e , we have
2 22 2< < 5 5 < < 5 5G u q ex y u 1 q ex 1 G G u y u 1 . .  .  . .
A little manipulation yields
2
u 1 x 1 1 x 1 1 .  .  .
 :u , x y F 1 y - . /< < < <G 2 G 2
Hence
u 1 x 1 1 u 1 x 1 1 .  .  .  .
< : <y - u , x - q .
< < < <G 2 G 2
A few points are worth remarking on at this stage. For a given group G,
we have reduced the minimization question to checking a finite number of
 .  :possibilities for u . For once u 1 is specified, each multiplicity u , x is
confined to an interval of length strictly less than 1, so all of these
 .multiplicities are known once u 1 is. Furthermore, irreducible characters of
the same degree occur with the same multiplicity in u . In particular, u is a
rational valued character of G. Furthermore, since we have arranged that
< <G
< <F u 1 - G , .
2
the above inequalities yield that the irreducible character x of G occurs with
  .  ..positi¨ e multiplicity in u at least x 1 r2 and at most x 1 . In particular,
every linear character occurs with multiplicity 1 in u .
Motivated by the example at the beginning of the section, we character-
ize a potential source of generalized characters that might minimize the
sum we are interested in. We consider integer-valued generalized charac-
 . aters other than multiples of the regular character whose values on G
 4are all in 0, 1, y1 , and which take the value 0 on some nonidentity
element. We call such a generalized character ternary, and we call a
generalized character binary if it is a ternary generalized character whose
nonzero values on Ga all have the same sign. Notice that the square of a
ternary generalized character is a binary generalized character. Not all
finite groups can have such a generalized character for example, nontriv-
.ial Abelian groups never do .
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THEOREM 9. Let G be a finite group. Then G has a ternary generalized
character if and only if it is possible to partition the prime di¨ isors into two
nonempty sets p and p such that e¨ery element of G is either a p -element1 2 1
or a p -element.2
Proof. We note first that G has a ternary generalized character if and
only if G has a binary generalized character. Suppose that the prime
< <divisors of G can also be partitioned. We will construct a generalized
character that takes the value 1 on all nonidentity p -elements and 0 on1
all nonidentity p -elements.2
 < < .There is an integer a that is congruent to 1 mod G and congruent top 1
 < < .0 mod G . Let the class function b be defined to take the value a onp 2
1 , 0 on nonidentity p -elements, and 1 on nonidentity p -elements. LetG 2 1
E be a Brauer elementary subgroup of G. Then E is either a p -group or1
a p -group by hypothesis. If E is a p -group, then2 2
ResG b y 1 .E
is an integer multiple of the regular character, while if E is a p -group,1
G .then Res b y 1 is an integer multiple of the regular character. Hence bE
is a generalized character of G by Brauer's characterization of characters,
and b is clearly binary.
Conversely, suppose that G has a binary generalized character b that
 .without loss of generality takes the value 1 on some nonidentity element
of G. Let p be any prime divisor of the order of G. Then if x and y are
 .  .  .nonidentity p-elements of G, we must have b x ' b y mod p , so that
 .  .b y s b x . Furthermore, if z, w are commuting elements of respective
 .  .  .prime orders p, q where p / q, then we have b z ' b wz mod p and
 .  .  .  .  .  .b w ' b wz mod q , so that b z s b zw s b w . Hence we see that
< <  .if we set p to be the set of prime divisors p of G such that b x s 1 for1
some element x of order p in G, and p to be the set of prime divisors q2
< <  .of G such that b y s 0 for some element y of order q in G, then every
element of G is either a p -element or a p -element.1 2
COROLLARY 10. Let G be a finite group of exponent n. Let v be a
w xprimiti¨ e complex nth root of unit, and let R s Z v . Suppose that G has a
generalized character u with the following properties. For each x g Ga we
 . <  . <either ha¨e that the principal ideals u x R and C x R ha¨e no commonG
 .prime ideal di¨ isor, or else u x R is di¨ isible at least one algebraic conjugate
<  . < aof each prime ideal di¨ isor of C x R. Furthermore, there is some x g GG
 . <  . <such that u x R and C x R ha¨e no common prime ideal di¨ isor and thereG
a  .is some x g G such that u x is di¨ isible by an algebraic conjugate of each
<  . <prime ideal di¨ isor of C x R.G
< <Then it is possible to partition the prime di¨ isors of G into two nonempty
sets p and p such that each element of G is a p -element for some i.1 2 i
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Proof. We may multiply u by its distinct algebraic conjugates and
assume that u is integer-valued. In that case, we see that for each x g G,
 . <  . <  .u x is either coprime to C x or else is divisible by all rational primeG
<  . <  .divisors of C x and both possibilities are realized . Replacing u by aG
power as necessary, we may suppose that for each x g G, we have either
 .  .  <  . <.u x ' 1 or u x ' 0 mod C x . Since, for any x g G, the classG
<  . <  :function that takes the value C x on conjugates of generators of xG
and 0 elsewhere is a generalized character, we may subtract integer
multiples of such generalized characters from u as necessary and assume
that u is a binary generalized character, in which case the result follows by
Theorem 9.
Remark. A case of particular interest is when the values taken by u are
all either 0 or units in an appropriate number field.
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